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WHAT IS THE CHURCH FOR?
John 18:33-38

Jesus answered [Pilate]
, 'My kingdom is not of this world;

if my kingship were of this world, my servants would fight, that
I might not be handed over to the Jews; but my kingship is not
from the world.' Pilate said to him, 'So you are a king?' Jesus
answered, 'You say that I am a king. For this was I born, and
for this I have come into the world, to witness to my truth.
Every one who is of the truth hears my voice' . Pilate said,
'What is truth?"

When I was in communist China in the early years of the

People's Democratic Republic— (I was teaching then at Yenching

University in Peking) —one of the questions the students kept

throwing at me was this: "What good are Christians in this world,

anyway? They were almost fiercely critical of the church in

those tumultuous days, and very proud of themselves. They would

come out of their required indoctrination classes, the "small

study groups" as they were called, looking for arguments. 'What

is the church good for? Look at the communists", they would say;

"Communists get results: land reform, economic justice, a quick
nd to feudalism and exploitation. And what does the church do

for the people? Christians just preach and pray and read the

Bible . And what use is that any more in our great revolution?

I had to admit that some of the things they were saying
were partly true . I had heard the same criticisms of the church
from concerned Christians even before the communists swept over

us back there in 1948. When can we Christians ever sav that we
are doing enough to make his a better world?

But one of the first points I tried to make in

answering the students, when I was allowed to—they didn't always
want an answer, and sometimes it was dangerous to answer—one of

the first points I wanted to make was this. As a Christian I

wanted to insist that the church's main job, and the Christian's
main task is not to be useful at all , at least not in the way
those students understood usefulness. Think about it. [It is
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important to face questions like this right in this meeting, at a

time when many are asking, "What are Synods good for? Why not

get rid of Synods. We don't need them any more".] To those
students, caught up in he excitement of a revolution, it was
clear to me that the only use for the Church would be a church
that could be used in building up a new communist China. They
were not all wrong. But the first essential fact about the

Church from the Christian point of view is that it belongs to God
and not to us . It is never supposed to become tool of any social
order.

I am free to spell it out more clearly here than I

could ever do in China in those days. It is not to be used as

the tool of a communist world order. It is not to be used as the
tool of a socialist world order. It is not even— I must add here
in America it is not o be used as he tool of democratic
capitalist world order. The Church of Jesus Christ is not meant
to be a politically useful, manipulatable tool. Its primary task
is, like Christ before Pilate, to be a witness to His truth—to
obey God not man, as the Bible says.

You remember how the people wanted to use Jesus as
their tool in building up a free Israel. It was at a critical
point in Jesus' life, just after he fed the 5000. He was being
useful. He was helping the poor. He was doing the right things.
So they wanted to take him by force and make him King. He would
have been a very good king. The best. What better use could be
made of the real connection that religion does have with
P°Iitics? It is a Christian duty to make sure that government is

for the people, not for the rulers. But Jesus refused the
kingship. Why? He told Pilate, "My kingdom is not of this
world... I came into the world to bear witness to the truth".
To bear witness to the truth. "For this cause cam I into the
world, and to this end was I born," said Jesus, "to bear witness
to the truth.

If I could impress just that one great fact upon
your minds today it would be this. Christians are put into the
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world , like Jesus, to bring people to the truth, not to rule .

Politics is only one of many Christian responsibilities, not its
major task.

This modern world has become all turned around in its
thinking. We imagine we are being realistic and scientific when
we deprecate religion and put all our emphasis on practicality.
We have almost forgotten that real science . in its most profound
sense, is the search for truth, not the cranking out of practical
methods of production. So when people, like those revolutionary
Chinese students, come asking me, "What is the Church good for,
anyway?", I sometimes remind them of the old story about the
research chemist and his new discovery— it makes no difference
what it was, something highly theoretical, I suppose. He came
bursting out of his laboratory shouting, "Eureka, I have found
it!" But a practical-minded friend who knew what a highly
theoretical problem the scientist had been working on, only
sniffed. "Well, now that you've found it what can you do with
it. What on earth can you make of it.?" The scientist stopped,
looked at him, and said quietly, "What use will it be? I don't
know that yet. It just happens to be true." And he walked away

—fi^st thing to ask about the Church and its faith ,

as about a scientific theory, is not "Is it useful?", but "Is it
honest; is it true?". Of course the Christian, like the
scientist, expects that the truth, no matter how useless it may
seem at the moment, will eventually prove useful. But we
Christians insist the deepest basis for accepting or rejecting
any religion, any ideology , or any anti-religious argument, is
the question of its truth, not its usefulness .

To forget that is to fall into the sin of Hitler and
the Nazis who said that big lie is better politically than the
truth when it can be more useful. Japan did the same thing at
one time. It held on to the lie that the Japanese emperor was a
god long after all thinking Japanese had abandoned it—held on to
it simply because it was so useful politically. Later, when they
embarked on their military conquests they insisted that the
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people they had conquered must believe the same lie, must
recognize the advantages of practical expediency over truth.
They said to Korea's Christians, "You already have three gods,
Father Son and Holy Spirit. All we are asking you to do is to
add a fourth god, the emperor. And when the Christians refused,
preferring to die rather than to deny the faith, the Japanese
military shook their heads incredulously at stubborn people who
pu"t the truth above useful advantage.

Our human integrity, not just our Christian faith
demands that we put truth first. All the more so of Christians.
That is why I am not interested in defending Christianity as a
useful tool for social change. I firmly believe that it is. I
believe with all my heart that social compassion is an
indispensable part of the gospel. But I do not base my answer to
the question, "What is the church good for?" on any long list of
Christianity's concrete contributions to civilization and world
order. I am a Christian not because the Church brought the
"Peace of God" as it was called, to medieval Europe. The "Peace
of God was that rather pathetic attempt to put a "closed season"
on war in the Christian west. All armies were supposed to stop
fighting for four days a week, from Wednesday evening to Monday
morning in token of respect for Christ's death and resurrection.
It didn't work. But I am rather proud that at least the Church
tried it. But that's not why I am a Christian. And I am not a
Christian because the Church was instrumental in bringing school
and education to England, or the eight hour working day to the
United States, or metal plows to India, or modern medicine and
education to the Far East, or women's rights to Korea. All that
is true. But that is not why I am a Christian.

I am a Christian, and I belong to the Church, because
from the days of the apostles, faithful and credible men and
women in the Church have been proclaiming a truth that has
changed history and has changed my life: the truth that Jesus
Christ lived and died and rose again for the world. To believe
in Him is to begin to find the truth. For He said, "I am the
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There is no greater occupation in this world for us all
in this [congregation/synod/denomination] than to point the world
to this saving , liberating gospel, this good news, of the truth
in Jesus Christ.

II. But having said that, I must go on very quickly to
add that is dangerous to be a one-text Christian in this complex,
troubled world. You had better take more than one Bible verse
with you out of here into the world. Jesus said he came to bear
witness to the truth, yes. But he also said, "I came not to be
ministered unto but to minister, not to be served but to serve .

(Matt. 20:28; Mark 10:45).

Our second task as Christians in a weary, battered
world is service . It is not quite right to say that our main
task is just to tell the truth. Our task is to win people to the
truth, which is something far harder and just as important.. To
do this we are going to have to reach out to people where they
live. We must touch their minds not only with the truth
intellectually, not just as teachers ready to teach, but also,
with compassion for their total needs, physical, emotional,
spiritual, as servants ready to serve, reach out to them in love.
It is the beauty of Christian service that it makes Christian
truth believable .

Back in China, when the revolution broke in on us and
the communists came to power, the first thin they took away from
us Christian was our medical work, the hospital. Then they began
to close the Christian colleges. Nothing useful was to be called
Christian any more. In fact, contrary to what many people
imagine, it was not the preaching that the new regime stopped
_f irst in their attack on the Church, It was their ministries of
service to the people that they targeted for eradication. And
that is the best tribute I know to the inestimable contribution
of Christian service to Christian witness, and to the power of
the example of Christian love.

But even when all opportunities of Christian service are
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taken away, truth still remain true. Take away the truth,
however, and I am not sure how long service, altruistic,
unselfish service to the people will remain altruistic and
unselfish. Power corrupts. And the Mao revolution which set out
to serve the people lasted less than thirty years. it fell in
1976 with the angry, greedy, power-grasping clique of the "Gang
of Four" trying in vain to stay in power. That revolution
failed. Lip service is still paid to the "Great Leader" Mao Tze-
Tung, but what is now in power in China is a different
revolution.

As for the church, to the surprise of almost everyone,
the church is still there. Stripped of its freedom to serve, it
did not wither away. Persecuted out of its freedom to worship in
church

, it met quietly in homes. It never lost that inner
freedom from which no power on earth can ever separate the
Christian, the freedom to believe in truth , that saving truth
which Christians have found in Jesus Christ.

And it as grown—oh, how it has grown! Mao Tze-tung is
dead; his Red Guards are completely discredited and dispersed;
but the Christians are everywhere. They told me when I lift
Nanking in 1951 that China had only three million communicant
Christians, and that when these Christians saw what good things
the revolution was accomplishing, they would soon give up their
religious superstitions. "Once e the church is freed from
corrupting dependence on foreign support and connections," they
said, "it will quickly fade away". But not only did the Chinese
refuse to wither away, it increased and multiplied in such
numbers that when the new government after Mao relaxed its
controls and the windows began to open to the sunlight, the whole
world was astonished to find it had been growing all through the
atheistic revolution. There are at the very least ten times as
Christians in China today as when the last western missionaries
were jailed or deported fifty years ago. Some say twenty times
as many.

Many put the figure still higher, and the numbers are
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still growing. Visitors like my friend and colleague Tommy Brown
was told by Christians when went back in the early 80s, "In the

old days we had to go out looking for people to tell them about
Christ; now the people come looking for us to ask us to tell them
about the good news of Jesus."

One of the first journalists to get back into China
after the fall of Mao was Fox Butterfield of the New York Times.

He tells the same story in his book China: Alive in the Bitter
Sea. He tells of his surprise when he went to interview a ward
leader in the back streets of one of the largest cities.

Climbing up narrow stairs was startled to find the communist
leader, a woman, sitting at her desk reading a Bible. See his
surprise, she smiled and said, "Don't be surprised. We can read
this now, and it is interesting. An old man knocked on my door a

few days ago and said he wanted to give ma a book which meant a

great deal to him. It was a Christian Bible. I had heard a lot
about it and was curious." She shook her head wonderingly. "You
know," she said, "the Christians are growing very fast in this
country." Butterfield added that he was not sure he would have
believed the reports he had heard of how the church was growing
had he not heard it from a professional communist and government
official, not from a Christian.
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WHAT IS THE CHURCH FOR?
John 18:33-38

"Jesus answered [Pilate], 'My kingdom is not of this world; if my
kingship were of this world, my servants would fight, that I might not be
handed over to the Jews; but my kingship is not from the world. ' Pilate said
to him, 'So you are a king?' Jesus answered, 'You say that I am a king. For
this was I born, and for this I have come into the world, to witness to my
truth. Every one who is of the truth hears my voice'. Pilate said, 'What is
truth? '

"

When I was in communist China in the early years of the

People’s Democratic Republic—(I was teaching then at Yenching

University in Peking)—one of the questions the students kept throwing

at me was this:
"What good are Christians in this wnrld

T
anyway?

They were almost fiercely critical of the church in those tumultuous

days, and very proud of themselves. They would come out of their

required indoctrination classes, the "small study groups" a& they were

called, looking for arguments. ’What is the church good for?" they

would say. "Look at the communists. Communists get results: land

reform, economic justice, a quick end to feudalism and exploitation.

And what does the church do for the people? Christians just preach

and pray and read the Bible . And what use is that any more in our

great revolution?

I had to admit that some of the things they were saying

were partly true . I had heard the same criticisms inside the church

from concerned Christians even before the communists swept over us

back there in 1948. After all, when can we Christians ever sav that

we are doing enough to makehis a better world?

But one of the first points I tried to make in answering the
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students, when I was allowed to—they didn’t always want an answer,

and sometimes it was dangerous to answer-one of the first points I

wanted to make was this. As a Christian I wanted to insist that the

church’s main job, and the Christian’s main task is not to he useful at

all—at least not in the way those students understood usefulness. *T ^

Think about it. [It is important to face questions like theirs now, right

here, when many are askings"What are Synods good for? Why not

get rid of them. We don’t need them any more".] But to get back to

those students, caught up in the excitement of their revolution, it was

clear to me that for them the only use they for a church would be a

church that could be used in building up a new communist China.

They were not all wrong. But from the Christian point of view, the

first essential fact about the Church is that it belongs to God and nnt

to_us. It is never supposed to become tool of any social order.

I am free to spell it out more clearly here than I could ever

do in China in those days. The church is not to be used as the tool of

a communist world order. It is not to be used as the tool of a socialist

world order. And I must add here in America—it is not even to be

used as^he tool of democratic capitalist world order. The Church of

Jesus Christ is not meant to be a politically useful, manipulatable tool.

Its primary task is, like Christ before Pilate, to be a witness to the

truth—’to obey God not man’, as the Bible says.

You remember how the people wanted to use Jesus as their

tool in building up a free Israel. It was at a critical point in Jesus’
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life, just after he fed the 5000. He was being useful. He was helping

the poor. He was doing the right things . So they wanted to take him

by force and make him King. He would have been a very good king.

The best. What better use could be made of the real connection that

religion does have with politics? It is a Christian-duty to make sure

that government is for the people, not for the rulers. But Jesus

refused the kingship. Why? He told Pilate why, He said, "My

kingdom is not of this world... I came into the world to bear witness

to the truth". "For this cause came I into the world, and to this end

was I born," said Jesus, "to bear witness to the truth.

If I could impress just that one great fact upon your

minds today it would be this. Christians are put into the world, like

Jesus, to bring people to the truth, not to rule. That is not to say that

Christians have no business in politics. It does say, however, that

politics is only one of many Christian responsibilities, not the church’s

major task. Oua, Task is a CWisfj'** Nvs-s/cjt/.

This modern world has become all turned around in its

thinking . We imagine we are being realistic and scientific when we

deprecate religion and put all our emphasis on practicality. We have

almost forgotten that real science, in its most profound sense, is the

search for truth, not the cranking out of practical methods of

production. So when people, like those revolutionary Chinese

students, come asking me, "What is the Church good for, anyway?", I

sometimes remind them of the old story about the research chemist
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and his new discovery-it makes no difference what it was, something

highly theoretical, I suppose. He came bursting out of his laboratory

shouting, "Eureka, I have found it!" And a practical-minded friend

who knew what a highly theoretical problem the scientist had been

working on, only sniffed. "Well, now you’ve found it what can you do

with it. What on earth can you make of it.?" The scientist stopped,

looked at him, and said quietly, "What use will it be? I don’t know

that yet. It just happens to be true." And he walked away

The first thing to ask about the Church and its faith , as

about a scientific theory, is not "Is it useful?", but "Is it honest; is it

true? . Of course the Christian, like the scientist, expects that the

truth, no matter how useless it may seem at the moment, will

eventually prove useful. But we Christians insist that the deepest basis

for accepting or rejecting any religion, anv ideology, or anv anrt-

religious argument. Is the question of its truth, not its nsefnlnere

To forget that is to fall into the sin of Hitler and the

Nazis.they said that a big lie is better politically than the truth if it can

be more useful. Japan did the same thing at one time. It held on to

the lie that the Japanese emperor was a god long after all thinking

Japanese had abandoned it—held on to it simply because it was so

useful politically.j Later, when they embarked on their military

conquests they insisted that the people they had conquered must

believe the same he, must recognize the advantages of practical

expedience over truth. They said to Korea’s Christians, "You already
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have three gods, Father Son and Holy Spirit. All we are asking you to

do is to add a fourth god, the emperor. And when the Korean

Christians refused, preferring to die rather than to deny the faith, the

Japanese military shook their heads incredulously at stubborn people

who put 4he truth above useful advantage.

Our human integrity, not just our Christian faith, demands
n

<?

that we put truth first. That is why I am not interested in defending

Christianity as a useful tool for social change. I firmly believe that it

is. I believe with all my heart that social compassion is an

indispensable part of the gospel. But I do not base my answer to the

question, "What is the church good for?" on any long list of

Christianity’s contributions to civilization and world order. [ I am a

Christian not because the Church brought the "Peace of God" as it

was called, to medieval Europe. The "Peace of God was that rather

pathetic attempt to put a "closed season" on war in the Christian west.

All armies were supposed to stop fighting for four days a week, from

Wednesday evening to Monday morning in token of respect for

Christ’s death and resurrection. It didn’t work. But I am rather

prpud that at least the Church tried it. But that’s not why I am a

Christian. ] I am a Christian not because the Church was

instrumental in bringing school*and education to England, or the eight

hour working day to the United States, or metal plows to India, or

modern medicine and education to the Far East, or women’s rights to
&tr\

Korea. All that is true. But that is not why I a Christian.

4
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I am a Christian, and I belong to the Church, because from

the days of the apostles, faithful and credible men and women in the

Church have been proclaiming a truth that has changed history and

has changed my life: the truth that Jesus Christ lived and died and

rose again for the world. To believe in Him is to begin to find the

truth* For He said, **I ain the Truth.** And he made it even more
.

It* *1 To
,

explicit, and uncomfortably exclusive. He said, **I am the Way, and

the Truth, and the Life. No one comes to the Father but by me".

Av l There is no greater occupation in this world for us all in

this [congregation/synod/denomination] than to point the world to this

saving, liberating gospel, this good news of the truth in Jesus Christ. 6^ ^

H. But having said that. I must go on very quickly to add fW '

r

that it is dangerous to be a one-text Christian in this complex, troubled

world. You had better take more than one Bible verse with you out of

here into the world. Jesus said he came to bear witness to the truth,

yes. But he also said, **I came not to be ministered unto but to

minister, not to be served but to serve. (Matt. 20:28; Mark 10:45).

Our second task as Christians in a weary, battered world is

service. It is not quite right to say that our main task is just to tell the

truth. Our task is to win people to the truth , which is something far

harder and just as important.. To do this we are going to have to

reach out to people where they live. We must touch their minds not

only with the truth intellectually, [ not just as teachers ready to teach

], but also, with compassion for their total needs, physical, emotional,
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spiritual, as servants ready to serve, reach out to every one in love. It

is the beauty of Christian service that it makes Christian truth easier

to believe .

Back in China, when the revolution broke in on us and the

communists came to power, the first thing they took away from us

Christians was our medical work, the hospitals Then they began to

close the Christian colleges. Nothing useful was to be called Christian

any more. In fact, contrary to what many people imagine, it was not
CO^'Vn 'm

the preaching that the new regime stopped first in their attack on the

Church, It was our ministries of service to the people that they

targeted for eradication. And that is the best tribute those communists

could paid to the Christian church--thefact'4hat they had recognized
S'

f

that Christian service is itself a Christian witness. They saw that there

is power in thWdcihonstEatioi^^hiisfeEtt-leve. 1®^ ^ ’

^ But even when all opportunities of Christian service are taken

away.truth still remain true. I Take away the truth, however, and I am

not sure how long service, altruistic, unselfish service to the people will

remain altruistic and unselfish. Power corrupts . And the Mao Owr***v*«T"

revolution which set out to serve the people lasted less than thirty

years. It fell in 1976 with the angry, greedy, power-grasping clique of

the "Gang of Four" trying in vain to stay in power. That revolution

failed. Lip service is still paid to the "Great Leader" Mao Tze-Tung,

but what is now in power in China is a different revolution.

As for the church, to the surprise of almost everyone, the
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church is still there. Stripped of its freedom to serve, it did not witherj^

away. Persecuted out of its freedom to worship publiiclv . it met

quietly in homes. It never lost that inner freedom from which no

power on earth can ever separate the Christian, the freedom to believe

in truth , that saving truth which Christians have found in Jesus

Christ.

Mao Tze-tung is dead; his Red Guards are completely discredited and

dispersed; but the Christians are everywhere. They told me when I

lift Nanking in 1951 that China had only three million communicant

Christians, and that when these Christians saw what good things the

revolution was accomplishing, they would soon give up their religious

will wwither away". But it didn’t. When Mao died, and the windows

had been growing all through the atheistic revolution. There are at the

very least ten times as Christians in China today as when the last

western missionaries were jailed or deported fifty years ago. Some say

twenty times as many.

Many put the figure still higher, and the numbers are still

growing. Visitors like my friend and colleague Tommy Brown was

told by Christians when went back (in the early 80§^ "In the old days

we had to go out looking for people to tell them about Christ; now the

people come looking for us to ask us to tell them about the good news

And it^as grown—oh, how that Chinese church has grown!

superstitions. "Once you missionaries leave," they said. "The Chinese

began to open to the sun, the whole world was astonished to find it
r

frll H '[I'l l i
l

***“<
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of Jesus."

One of the first journalists to get back into China after the

fall of Mao was Fox Butterfield of the New York Times. He tells the

same story in his book China: Alive in the Bitter Sea. He tells of his

surprise when he went to interview a ward leader in the back streets

of one of the largest cities. Climbing up narrow stairs was startled to

find the communist leader, a woman, sitting at her desk reading a

Bible. See his surprise, she smiled and said, "Don’t be surprised. We

can read this now, and it is interesting. An old man knocked on my

door a few days ago and said he wanted to give ma a book which

meant a great deal to him. It was a Christian Bible. I had heard a lot

about it and was curious." She shook her head wonderingly. "You

know," she said, "the Christians are growing very fast in this

country." Butterfield added that he was not sure he would have

believed the reports he had heard of how the church was growing had

he not heard it from a professional communist and government

official, not from a Christian.
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WHAT IS THE CHURCH FOR?
John 18:33-38

"Jesus answered [Pilate], 'My kingdom is not of this world;if my kingship were of this world, my servants would fight thatI might not be handed over to the Jews; but my kingship is notrom the world.' Pilate said to him, 'So you are a king?' Jesusanswered 'You say that I am a king. For this was I born, andfor this I have come into the world, to witness to my truth

'What is
e
trHth?'»°

f ““ “Y Voice '' pilate said,

When I was in communist China in the early years of the
People's Democratic Republic— (I was teaching then at Yenching
University in Peking)—one of the questions the students kept
throwing at me was this: -What good are Christians in this world,
anyway? They were almost fiercely critical of the church in
those tumultuous days, and very proud of themselves. They would
come out of their required indoctrination classes, the "small
study groups" as they were called, looking for arguments. 'What
is the church good for? Look at the communists", they would say;
"Communists get results: land reform, economic justice, a quick
nd to feudalism and exploitation. And what does the church do
for the people? Christians just preach and pray and read t-h.

Bible. And what use is that any more in our great revolution?
I had to admit that some of the things they were saying

were partly true . I had heard the same criticisms of the church
from concerned Christians even before the communists swept over
us back there in 1948. When can we Christians ever sav that ws
are doing enough to make -/his a better world?

But one of the first points I tried to make in
answering the students, when I was allowed to—they didn't always
want an answer, and sometimes it was dangerous to answer—one of
the first points I wanted to make was this. As a Christian I
wanted to insist that the church's main -job, and the Christian'*.
main task is not to be useful at «n

r at least not in the way
those students understood usefulness. Think about it. [it is
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important to face questions like this right in this meeting, at a

time when many are asking, "What are Synods good for? Why not
get rid of Synods. We don't need them any more”.] To those

students, caught up in he excitement of a revolution, it was
clear to me that the only use for the Church would be a church
that could be used in building up a new communist China. They
were not all wrong. But the first essential fact about the
Church from the Christian point of view is that it belongs to God
and not to us . It is never supposed to become tool of any social
order.

I am free to spell it out more clearly here than I

could ever do in China in those days. It is not to be used as

the tool of a communist world order. It is not to be used as the
tool of a socialist world order. It is not even— I must add here
in America— it is not o be used as he tool of democratic
capitalist world order. The Church of Jesus Christ is not meant
to be a politically useful, manipulatable tool. Its primary task
is, like Christ before Pilate, to be a witness to His truth—to
obey God not man, as the Bible says.

You remember how the people wanted to use Jesus as
their tool in building up a free Israel. It was at a critical
point in Jesus' life, just after he fed the 5000. He was being
useful. He was helping the poor. He was doing the right things.
So they wanted to take him by force and make him King. He would
have been a very good king. The best. What better use could be
made of the real connection that religion does have with
P°iitics? It is a Christian duty to make sure that government is
for the people, not for the rulers. But Jesus refused the
kingship. Why? He told Pilate, "My kingdom is not of this
world... I came into the world to bear witness to the truth".
To bear witness to the truth. "For this cause cam I into the
world, and to this end was I born," said Jesus, "to bear witness
to the truth.

If I could impress just that one great fact upon
your minds today it would be this. Christ are put into the
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world, like Jesus, to bring people to the truth, not to rule .

Politics is only one of many Christian responsibilities, not its
major task.

This modern world has become all turned around in its
thinking. we imagine we are being realistic and scientific when
we deprecate religion and put all our emphasis on practicality.
We have almost forgotten that real science . in its most profound
sense, is the search for truth, not the cranking out of practical
methods of production. So when people, like those revolutionary
Chinese students, come asking me, "What is the Church good for,
anyway?", I sometimes remind them of the old story about the
research chemist and his new discovery—it makes no difference
what it was, something highly theoretical, I suppose. He came
bursting out of his laboratory shouting, "Eureka, I have found
it. But a practical-minded friend who knew what a highly
theoretical problem the scientist had been working on, only
sniffed. "Well, now you've found it what can you do with it.
What on earth can you make of it.?" The scientist stopped,
looked at him, and said quietly, "what use will it be? I don't
know that yet. It just happens to be true." And he walked away

The first thing to ask about the Church and its faith
,

as about a scientific theory, is not "Is it useful?", but "Is it
honest; is it true?", of course the Christian, like the
scientist, expects that the truth, no matter how useless it may
seem at the moment, will eventually prove useful. But we
Christians insist the_deepest basis for accepting or reiPrHnr,
any religion, any ideology, or any ant i -religious argument, i «,

the question of its truth, not its usefu 1 n egg -

To forget that is to fall into the sin of Hitler and
the Nazis who said that big lie is better politically than the
truth when it can be more useful. Japan did the same thing at
one time. it held on to the lie that the Japanese emperor was a
god long after all thinking Japanese had abandoned it—held on to
it simply because it was so useful politically. Later, when they
embarked on their military conquests they insisted that the
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people they had conquered must believe the same lie, must
recognize the advantages of practical expediency over truth.

They said to Korea's Christians, MYou already have three gods.

Father Son and Holy Spirit. All we are asking you to do is to
add a fourth god, the emperor. And when the Christians refused,
preferring to die rather than to deny the faith, the Japanese
military shook their heads incredulously at stubborn people who
put the truth above useful advantage.

Our human integrity, not just our Christian faith
demands that we put truth first. All the more so of Christians.
That is why I am not interested in defending Christianity as a

useful tool for social change. I firmly believe that it is. I

believe with all my heart that social compassion is an
indispensable part of the gospel. But I do not base my answer to
the question, MWhat is the church good for?” on any long list of
Christianity's concrete contributions to civilization and world
order . I am a Christian not because the Church brought the
"Peace of God" as it was called, to medieval Europe. The "Peace
of God was that rather pathetic attempt to put a "closed season"
on war in the Christian west. All armies were supposed to stop
fighting for four days a week, from Wednesday evening to Monday
morning in token of respect for Christ's death and resurrection.
It didn't work. But I am rather proud that at least the Church
tried it. But that's not why I am a Christian. And I am not a

Christian because the Church was instrumental in bringing school
and education to England, or the eight hour working day to the
United States, or metal plows to India, or modern medicine and
education to the Far East, or women's rights to Korea. All that
is true. But that is not why I a Christian.

I am a Christian, and I belong to the Church, because
from the days of the apostles, faithful and credible men and
women in the Church have been proclaiming a truth that has
changed history and has changed my life: the truth that Jesus
Christ lived and died and rose again for the world. To believe
in Him is to begin to find the truth. For He said, "I am the
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Truth.”

There is no greater occupation in this world for us all
in this [congregation/synod/denomination] than to point the world
to this saving/ liberating gospel, this good news, of the truth
in Jesus Christ.

II.!—But having said that# 1 must go on very quickly to
add that is dangerous to be a one-text Christian in this complex,
troubled world. You had better take more than one Bible verse
with you out of here into the world. Jesus said he came to bear
witness to the truth, yes. But he also said, ”l came not to be
ministered unto but to minister, not to be serve but to serve.
(Matt. 20:28; Mark 10:45).

Our second task as Christians in a weary, battered
world is service. it is not quite right to say that our main
task is just to tell the truth. Our task is to win people to the
truth , which is something far harder and just as important. • To
do this we are going to have to reach out to people where they
live. We must touch their minds not only with the truth
intellectually, not just as teachers ready to teach, but also,
with compassion for their total needs, physical, emotional,
spiritual, as servants ready to serve, reach out to them in love.
It is the beauty of Christian service that it makes Christian
truth believable .

Back in China, when the revolution broke in on us and
the communists came to power, the first thin they took away from
us Christian was our medical work, the hospital. Then they began
to close the Christian colleges. Nothing useful was to be called
Christian any more. in fact, contrary to what many people
imagine, it was not the preaching that the new regime stopped
- irst in their attack on the Church, It was their ministries of
service to the people that they targeted for eradication. And
that is the best tribute I know to the inestimable contribution
of Christian service to Christian witness, and to the power of
the example of Christian love.

But even when all opportunities of Christian service are
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taken away, truth still remain true. Take away the truth,
however, and I am not sure how long service, altruistic,
unselfish service to the people will remain altruistic and
unselfish. Power corrupts. And the Mao revolution which set out
to serve the people lasted less than thirty years. it fell in
1976 with the angry, greedy, power-grasping clique of the "Gang
of Four" trying in vain to stay in power. That revolution
failed. Lip service is still paid to the "Great Leader" Mao Tze-
Tung, but what is now in power in China is a different
revolution.

As for the church, to the surprise of almost everyone,
the church is still there. Stripped of its freedom to ssr... it
did not wither away. Persecuted out of its freedom to worship in
church , it met quietly in homes. It never lost that inner
freedom from which no power on earth can ever separate the
Christian, the freedom to believe in truth , that saving truth
which Christians have found in Jesus Christ.

And it as grown—oh, how it has grown! Mao Tze-tung is
dead; his Red Guards are completely discredited and dispersed;
but the Christians are everywhere. They told me when I lift
Nanking in 1951 that China had only three million communicant
Christians, and that when these Christians saw what good things
the revolution was accomplishing, they would soon give up their
religious superstitions, "once e the church is freed from
corrupting dependence on foreign support and connections," they
said, "it will quickly fade away". But not only did the Chinese
refuse to wither away, it increased and multiplied in such
numbers that when the new government after Mao relaxed its
controls and the windows began to open to the sunlight, the whole
world was astonished to find it had been growing all through the
atheistic revolution. There are at the very least ten times as
Christians in China today as when the last western missionaries
were jailed or deported fifty years ago. Some say twenty times
as many.

Many put the figure still higher, and the numbers are
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still growing. Visitors like my friend and colleague Tommy Brown
was told by Christians when went back in the early 80s, "in the
old days we had to go out looking for people to tell them about
Christ; now the people come looking for us to ask us to tell them
about the good news of Jesus."

One of the first journalists to get back into China
after the fall of Mao was Fox Butterfield of the New York Times.
He tells the same story in his book China; Alive in the Bitter
Sea. He tells of his surprise when he went to interview a ward
leader in the back streets of one of the largest cities.
Climbing up narrow stairs was startled to find the communist
leader, a woman, sitting at her desk reading a Bible. See his
surprise, she smiled and said, "Don't be surprised. We can read
this now, and it is interesting. An old man knocked on my door a
few days ago and said he wanted to give ma a book which meant a
great deal to him. It was a Christian Bible. I had heard a lot
about it and was curious." She shook her head wonderingly. "You
know," she said, "the Christians are growing very fast in this
country." Butterfield added that he was not sure he would have
believed the reports he had heard of how the church was growing
had he not heard it from a professional communist and government

not from a Christian.
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When I was in communist China in the early years of the

People's Democratic Republic— (I was teaching then at Yenching

University in Peking)—one of the questions the students kept throwing

at me was this: "What good are Christians in this world, anyway?" They M*> ^

were almost fiercely critical of the church in those days, and very

proud of themselves. They would come out of their required

indoctrination classes, the "small study groups" as they were called,

looking for arguments. "What good is the church?^ Look at the

communists," they would sayj "Communists get results: land reform,

economic justice, a quick end to feudalism and exploitation. And what

do Christians do for the people? They just preach and pray and read the

Bible. And what use is that any more?"

I had to admit that some of the things they were saying were

partly true. I had heard some of the same criticisms of the church from

concerned Christians even before the communists swept over us. When can

we ever say that we Christians are doing enough to make this a better

world? But one of the first points I tried to make in answering the

students, when I was allowed to--they didn't always want an answer—was

to insist that the Christian's main job, and the Church's main task, is

not to be useful at all, at least not in the way those students

understood usefulness. It was clear that the only useful Church in

their eyes would be a church that could be used in building up a new,

communist China. But the first essential fact about the Church, from the

Christian viewpoint, is that it belongs to God and not to man, and it is

never supposed to become the tool of any social order.

I am free to spell it out more sharply here than I could ever

do there. It is not to be used as the tool of a communist world order,

And^fit is important to add here in America-^it is not to be used as

the tool of a capitalist world order, either. It is not meant to be a



politically useful, manipulatabale^tool . Its primary task is to be a

witness to the truth--to obey God and not man.

You remember how the Jews wanted to use Jesus as a tool in

building up Israel? It was at a critical point in Jesus' life, just

after he had fed the 5,000. He was being useful. So they wanted to

take him by force and make him King. He would have made a very good

King. What better use could be made of the v&y real connection that

religion has with politics? But Jesus refused. Why? >te told Pilate

why, a-=l ittle -fater. "My kingdom is not of this world... I came into

the world to bear witness to the truth." To bear witness to the truth.

"For this cause came I into the world, and to this end was I born," said

Jesus, "to bear witness to the truth".

If I could impress just^ne great fact upon your minds today {&$

you graduate and go out into the world D it would be this: Christians

are put into the world first, like Jesus, to witness to the truth.

The modern world has become all turned around in its thinking.

We imagine we are being scientific when we deprecate religion and

philosophy as ineffective and put all our emphasis on practicality. We
Jr

have almost forgotted that real science ;bs% in its most profound sense,

the search for truth, not the cranking out of practical methods of

production. So when people come asking me, "What is the Church good

for, anyway?", like those revolutionary Chinese students, I sometimes

remind them of the old story about the research chemist and his new

discovery— it makes no difference what it was, something highly

theoretical, I suppose. He came bursting out of his laboratory

shouting, "Eureka, I have found it!" But a practical minded friend who

knew what a highly inapplicable problem he had been working on, only

sniffed, "Well, now that you've found it, what can you do with it? What

on earth can you make of it?" The scientist stopped, looked at him, and

then said quietly, "What use it will be? I don't have to know that yet.

It just happens to be true". And he walked away.
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The first thing to ask about the Church and its faith, as

about a scientific theory, is not, "Is it useful?", but "Is it true?"
fcjydf rv'.X-r -i JVJ,

* »

$

-

Thebasic questions Ch^pgh honest?" , and "Is it true?"
' — A, A /

Of course the Christian, like the scientist, expects that the truth, no

matter how useless it may seem at the moment, will eventually prove

useful. But we insist that the deepest basis for accepting or rejecting

any religion, any ideology, or any anti-rel igion is the question of its

truth, not its usefulness.

To forget that, is to fall into the sin of Hitler and the

Nazis who said that a big lie is better politically than the truth

because it is more useful. Japan did the same thing, at one time. It

held on to the lie that the Japanese emperor was a god long after all

thinking men had abandoned it, --held on to it simply because it was

politically useful. A*d later, when they embarked on their military

conquests, they expected the people they had conquered, also, to

recognize the advantages of practical expediency over truth. They said

to Korea's Christians, "You already worship four gods, Father, Son and

Holy Ghost. All we will ask you to do is to add a fourth god, the

Emperor. And when the Christians refused, preferring to die than to

deny the faith, the Japanese military shook their heads incredulously at

stubborn people who put truth above useful advantage.

Human integrity demands that we put truth first. All the more

so of Christians. That is why I am not interested in defending the

church simply as a useful tool for social change. I do not base my

answer to the question "What is the Church good for?" on any long list

of Christianity 's concrete^contributions to civilization and world

order. I am a Christian not because the Church brought the "Peace of

God", as it was called, to medieval Europe. The "Peace of God" was that

rather pathetic attempt to put a closed season on wars in the Christian
t
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west from Wednesday evening to Monday morning of every week. in token of

respect to Christ's death and resurrection. It didn't work, but at

least the Church tried. Btrt that's not why I am a Christian. And I am

not a Christian because the Church was instrumental in bringing school

and education to England, or the eight-hour working day to the United

4



States, nr plows to India, or modern medicine and education to the Far

East, or women's rights to Korea. All that is true, but that is not why

I am a Christian.

I am a Christian, [and I belong to the Church, because from

the days of the apostles, faithful and credible men and women m-fehe

Gk4H=eh have been proclaiming a truth that has changed history and has

changed my life:

the whole world.

He said, "I am the Truth". There is no greater occupation in this world

)Jor you, as you graduate ,"] than to point to this saving, liberating

gospel of the truth in Jesus Christ.

that Jesus Christ lived and died and rose again for
A
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such things. The "liberators" had taken over^the Christian hospitals and w^ic

beginning to close the Christian col leges ^/Nothing usefulwas to be called

Christian any more. In fact, contrary to the-po^Jte^wpr^l&ton , it was not

the preaching that the new regime first stopped the churches from doing;

wa-s their ministries of service. And that is the best tribute I know to

the inestimable contribution of Christian service to Christian witness, and

to the power of the example of Christian love.

But even when all opportunities of Christian service are taken

away, truth still remains true. Take away the truth, however, and I am not

sure how long service-altruistic, unselfish service to the people, will
s<t «r*r fc iv Tf

survive. The Mao revolution lasted less than thirty years in power. It

fell in 1976 with the angry, greedy^cl ique of the "Gang of Four". Lip-service

is still paid to the "Great Leader", Mao Tze-Tung, but what is now in power

is a different revolution.

As for the church, to the surprise of almost everyone, it is

still there. Stripped of its freedom to serve, it did not wither away.

Persecuted out of its freedom to worship in the churches; it met quietly

in homes. It never lost that inner freedom from which no power on earth can

ever separate the Christian, the freedom to believe in truth, that saving

truth which Christians have found in Jesus Christ. -

They told us when we left Nanking in 1951 that China had only three
tWt

million Christians, and when they saw what good things the revolution was

accomplishing, t-hey would^give up their superstitions. They assured the

people that once the church was freed from corrupting dependence on foreign

support and connections it would quickly fade away. How wrong they were!

Statistics, particularly church statistics, don't mean much from China. But

it is increasingly clear that not only did the Christians fail to wither away,

they have increased and multiplied in such numbers that when the new govern-

ment relaxed controls and the windows were opened to the sunlight, the

whole world was astonished. There are at the very least t'-ree times as

many Christians in China today as when the last unjailed western missionaries

were deported thirty years ago. Many put the figure much higher, for the
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number of believers is still growing. Visitors report that they have been

told, "In the old days we had to go out looking for people to tell them

about Christ; now the people come looking for us to about

the gospel , “ J&t. \AA^t W* HC w uiUe J .^ ,

gospel." [lU UU Nifrft W w 4* J ft^LT - WU u,
jHP /SftJSSC#' JUSWLL’'^ IMlU *'w ** u

One or the best ndw bboks^o cbme out of China is by Fox Butter-

field, the first correspondent of the New York Times in years to be able to

open an office in Peking. It is called China : A1 ive in the Bitter Sea . He

tells of going to interview a ward leader in one of the back streets of a

large Chinese city. Climbing up the narrow stairs, he was startled to find "ft*
’

a woman sitting at her desk reading a Bible. She smiled and said, "Don't

be surprised. We can read this now, and it is interesting. An old man knock-

on my door some days ago, and said he wanted to give me a book which meant a

great deal to him. It was a Christian Bible. I had never read it, but had

heard a lot about it and was curious. You know, the Christians are growing

very fast now in this country." Butterfield adds that he had heard the same

thing, and had discovered widespread disillusionment with the unfulfilled

promises of the old revolution, particularly among the young, but that he

was not sure he would have believed the reports of how fast the church was

growing had he not heard it from a professional communist and government

official, not from a Christian.
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WHAT IS THE CHURCH FOR?

Text:

When I was in communist China in the early years of the People's

Democratic Republic--(I was teaching^at Yenching Uni versi ty)--one of the

questions the students kept throwing at me was this: "What good does the

church do?" They were na4?wel-Ty highly critical as they came out of their

required indoctrination classes, the "small study groups". "Look at the

communists," they would say. "They get resul ts--l and reform, economic justice,

an end to feudalism and exploitation. But what is the church for? What does

it do for the people. It just preaches and prays and reads the Bible, fe AwJ
« U that?

i t **eally e-S^any use^afTy more?"

It was not easy to answer them. I had to admit that what thev were

saying was true. I fad heard the same criticisms from concerned

Christians even before the communists swept over us. But one of the first

points I tried to make in answering thepi, when I was allowed to--and they

didn't always want an answer-- was to insist that the church's main job in

the world is not to be useful at all --at least not in the way

understood usefulness. It was clear

apl y could be used as a tool in building up a new China. But the first

essential fact about the Church, from our Christian viewpoint, is that it be-

longs to God and not to man, and ft is never supposed to become the tool of a Social oi**

any social order.

•-at least not in the way s tudents ll .«

j

.. . mas cl .CAiftcL tWi
that t-hny in-thf Umr~h

I am free to spell it out more sharply here than I could there.

The Church is not a politically useful, manipul atabl e tool. At least

it is not supposed to be. It is not to be used as the tool of a communist

world order. And— it is important to add here— it is not to be used as the

tool of a capitalist world order either. Its primary task is to obey God,

not the social order. It is in the world to witness to the truth, not to

control human governance.

Remember that critical point in the life of Jesus after he had

compassionately responded to the people's hunger with the feeding of the

five -thousand. They said, "This is indeed the prophet who is to come into
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You remember how the Jews wanted to use Jesus as a tool in buildinq
a_

up a new Israel? It was at fefcert critical point in Jesus' life just after

he had responded with compassion to the hunger of the people wit-fr-the feeding aj kJ
uuji \oew

j
ft S*

the five thousand, they wa«44d wo4ce.' Jhey wanted to take him by force

and make him King. And he would have made a very good King. But he refused.

As he said later to Pilate, "My kingdom is not of this world... I came into

the world to bear witness to the truth." That is my first text, and my

first point. What is the Church for? To bear witness to the truth. "For

this cause came I into the world, and to this end was I born,", said Jesus,

"to bear witness to the truth".

The modern world has become all turned around in its thinking.

We imagine we are being scientific when^deprecate religion and philosophy

as useless and put all our emphasis on practicality. We have almost forgotten
vy> ns Nu'ft FntutfJ

that real science^is the search for truth, not the cranking out of methods of

production. So when people come asking me, "What is the Church good for,

anyway?", I like to remind them of the old story of the research chemist

and his new di scovery--i t makes no difference what it was, something highly

theoretical. He came bursting out of his laboratory shoutjYing, "Eureka, I

have found it!" practical minded friend who knew what a highly inappli-

cable problem he'd been working on, sniffed, "Well, what can you do with it,

now that you've^at it. What earthly good will it be?" The scientist

stopped, looked at him, then said quietly, "What use will it be? I don't

have to know that yet. It just happens to be true." And he walked away.

The first thing to ask about the Church and its faith, as about
f* w-r fljurf l\ ind 13 'Hf -yroMi *tVv<r

a scientific theory, is not, "Is it useful?", but
A "Is it true?". Of course,

the Christian, like the scientist, expects that the truth, no matter how
Vvws

useless it may seem at the moment will eventually prove useful, but we i
n-

sist^ that the deepest basis for accepting or rejecting any religion, or

anti-religion^ is the question of truth, not usefulness.
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expec ted the conquered, too, to recognize the advantages of practical ex -

pediency over truth. They said to Korea's Christians, "You already worship

three gods, Father, Son and Holy Ghost. All we're askinq you to do is to

add a fourth god, the Emperor". ^They shook their heads incredulously wfeen

tha^^trons -i»efus«d, ^stubborn people who put truth above useful advantage.

The Christian puts truth first. This was not easy for those

students at Yenching in China to understand. It was about that time that

one of my colleagues reported seeing this motto plastered on the wall of

a communist bookstore in Tientsin. "Any fact which is not in accord with
revolutionary theory is not a true fact." The Christian rejects that kind of

thinking. We Christians too, sometimes, have revolutionary theories. But we

put the truth first.

That is why I am not interested in defending the church simply as

a useful tool for social change. I do not base my answer to the question,

"What is the Church for? Do we'
A
need it?" on any long list of Christianity's

concrete contributions to civilization and world order. I am a Christian not

because the Church brought the "Peace of God", as it was called, to medieval

Europe, that rather pathetic attempt to put a closed season on wars trr

the" Ghriert-Tan^west from Wednesday evening to Monday morning of every week

in token of respect to Christ's death and resurrection. It didn't work,

but at least the church tried.! And I am not a Christian because the Church

was instrumental in bringing schools and education to England, or the eight-

hour working day to the United States, or plows to India, or modern medicine
and education to the Far East , iChtnaT,—Korea—and Japan. 1 All that is true, but

that is not why I am a Christian. I am a Christian, and I belong to the Church,

because from the days of apostles, faithful and credible men and women in the

Church have been proclaiming a truth that has changed history and has changed
my life: that Jesus Christ lived and died and rose again for us.

How are Christians made but by this Jesus Christ? ind how can they

know him if they are not told of Him^who chose abte-1 uto poverty, and spoke

simply, yet said with undiluted assurance, "I am the Truth". There is no

greater occupation on earth than to bear witness to ttae saving, liberating
gospel of the truth in Jesus Christ. That is what the Church is for.

.* M 1 n
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But having said that, I must go on very quickly to &ay that it is

dangerous to be a one-text Christian. Jesus said he came to bear witness to

the truth, yes, but he also said, "I came not to be ministered unto, but to

minister , not to be served, but to serve. The sayinq is recorded twice in

the gospels. (Matt. 20.28, Mk. 10:45). This is my second point, which I dare

not leave out. "What is the Church for?" ~ To witness to truth, yes; but also

to serve. The second task is service. It is not quite right to say that the

church's main task is just to tell the truth. Its task -is -far harder and more
.

1

<
Yvy vjS C | sTi 1 S

important than that. 1 1* Ts«4^->wtfee^'WorTd to win men and women to the truth in

Christ, which is something far harder and more important. To do this it must

touch people where they live. It must break into human life not only with

truth at the point of thought, but also with service at the point of action.

It is the beauty of Christian service that it makes Christian truth believable.

Hu Shih, a well-known Chinese philosopher back in the 1940s, and

not a Christian, once said that China has always had five great enemies:

POVERTY, DISEASE, IGNORANCE, GREED AND DISORDER. Many people, like those

students at Yenching in 1949, asked us why the church had proved so ineffect-

ive in eradicating those five great evils. Chiang Kai-Shek, China's leader

under the old regime was a Christian, but China was still poor, the masses were

sick and illiterate. Greed and disorder were the rule, not the exception.

Why did the Church do nothing but talk about truth? Why has it taken the

communists to change China, as the students believed they surely would, and

as in some respects they did?

Had I been allowed to, I could have told them about what the Church

had done in China. I could have told them that a witness to truth that

has no relevance to poverty, disease, ignorance, greed and disorder is no

more a Christian witness than a Christ who scorned the poor and ignored the

sick and refused to teach the ignorant is the Christ of the New Testament.

I could have told them that it was a Christian who first developed

drought-resistant grain for North China in the war against poverty. That

in 1945, when all of Free China had only 130 civilian hospitals [with over

20 beds], 113 of the 130 were Christian hospitals. I could have told them

that up until the war with Japan, one out of every four of China's college

students was in a Christian college. But I wasn't allowed to talk about
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such things. The "liberators" had taken over the Christian hospitals and u*vc
beginning to close the Christian colleges. Nothing useful was to be called
Christian any more. In fact, fontrary to the popular impression, it was not
the preaching that the new regime first stopped the churches from doing; it
was their ministries of service. And that is the best tribute I know to
the inestimable contribution of Christian service to Christian witness, and
to the power of the example of Christian love.

But even when all opportunities of Christian service are taken
away, truth still remains true. Take away the truth, however, and I am not

is still paid to the "Great Leader", Mao Tze-Tung, but what is now in power
is a different revolution.

As for the church, to the surprise of almost everyone, it is
still there. Stripped of its freedom to serve, it did not wither away.
Persecuted out of its freedom to worship in the churches; it met quietly
in homes. It never lost that inner freedom from which no power on earth can
ever separate the Christian, the freedom to believe in truth, that saving
truth which Christians have found in Jesus Christ.

They told us When we left Nanking in 1951 that China had only three
million Christians, and^when they saw what good things the revolution was
accomplishing, they would^give up their superstitions. They assured the
people that once the church was freed from corrupting dependence on foreign
support and connections it would quickly fade away. How wrong they were!
Statistics, particularly church statistics, don't mean much from China. But
it is increasingly clear that not only did the Christians fail to wither away
they have increased and multiplied in such numbers that when the new govern-
ment relaxed controls and the windows were opened to the sunlight, the
whole world was astonished. There are at the very least three times as
many Christians in China today as when the last unjailed western missionaries
were deported thirty years ago. Many put the figure much higher, for the
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number of believers is still growing. Visitors report that they have been

told, "In the old days we had to go out looking for people to tell them

about Christ; now the people come looking for us to ask us to tell them about

the gospel." A* WW mprfl K % T ^ ^
tUi iS/

w /ZtzteL' fcjs* l
'
cw ^ w.

T"*' One of tne best ndw books'" to cbme out of China is by Fox Butter-

field, the first correspondent of the New York Times in years to be able to

open an office in Peking. It is called China : A1 ive in the Bitter Sea. He

tells of going to interview a ward leader in one of the back streets of a

large Chinese city. Climbing up the narrow stairs, he was startled to find

a woman, sitting at her desk Heading a Bible. She smiled and said, "Don't

be surprised. We can read thfis now, and it is interesting. An old man knock-

on my door some days ago, and' said he wanted to give me a book which meant a

great deal to him. It was a Christian Bible. I had never read it, but had

heard a lot about it and was curious. You know, the Christians are growing

very fast now in this country. Butterfield adds that he had heard the same

thing, and had discovered widespread disillusionment with the unfulfilled

promises of the old revolution, particularly among the young, but that he

was not sure he would have believed the reports of how fast the church was

growing had he not heard it from a professional communist and government

official, not from a Christian.
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